
Fiction
The Quarter Storm
by Veronica G. Henry
F Henry
When a fellow vodouisant is accused
of murder, Haitian-American Vodou
priestess Mambo Reina Dumond,
resolves to find the real killer and
defend Vodou practice and customs.

Victory City
by Salman Rushdie
F Rushdie
Pampa Kampana, a vessel for the
goddess Parvati, who has given her
powers beyond her comprehension,
attempts to make good on the task
the goddess set for her.

Creatures of Passage
by Morowa Yejide
F Yejide
Nephthys is a taxi driver with a ghost
in the trunk. She's barely managing
her grief over the death of her twin
brother, who was murdered and
dumped in the Anacostia River,
while her estranged great-nephew is
finding himself drawn to the same
river, and the mysterious River Man.

Spells for Forgetting
by Adrienne Young
F Young
Back on Saoirse Island, in a place
rooted in folklore and magic, Emery
finally learns the truth surrounding
her best friend's murder when the
love of her life—and the person
accused of the crime—returns.
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Black Sun
by Rebecca Roanhorse
F Roanhorse
F Roanhorse
A trilogy debut inspired by the
civilizations of the Pre-Columbian
Americas and follows the
unbalancing of the holy city of Tova
amid a fateful solstice eclipse.

The Ladies of the Secret
Circus
by Constance Sayers
F Sayers
A magical story spanning from Jazz
Age Paris to modern-day America,
explores family secrets, sacrifice,
and lost love set against the
backdrop of a mysterious circus.

Damsel
by Evelyn Skye
F Skye
A damsel in distress takes on the
dragon herself in this epic twist on
classic fantasy.

Dark Earth
by Rebecca Stott
F Stott
After their father—a legendary
blacksmith accused of infusing his
swords with dark magic—suddenly
dies, his daughters are faced with
enslavement and must escape to the
Ghost City where they find an
underworld of rebel women living
in secret.
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Fantasy/Science Fiction
Blood Heir
by Ilona Andrews
F Andrews
Julie Lennart left Atlanta to find out
who she was. Now, as waves of
magic and technology compete for
supremacy, it's a place caught in a
slow apocalypse, where monsters
spawn among the crumbling
skyscrapers and supernatural
factions struggle for power and
survival. Now she's back.

The Warden
by Daniel M. Ford
F Ford
Finding herself in the village of Lone
Pine, Aelis, a daughter of the trained
Magister of the Lyceum, begins to
suspect the villagers are in far
greater need of a warden of her
talents than she previously thought.

Dead Country
by Max Gladstone
F Gladstone
Returning home to bury her father
after resurrecting gods, killing
monsters, and saving two cities, Tara
Abernathy saves a powerful, but lost
girl from raiders.

The Serpent in Heaven
by Charlaine Harris
F Harris
The granddaughter of Rasputin,
Felicia provides the hemophiliac
Tsar Alexei with the blood
transfusions that keep him alive
until she discovers her true heritage
and what she's capable of, making
her a target.

Ink & Sigil
by Kevin Hearne
F Hearne
Follow the adventures of an
eccentric magical defender who is
cursed to be hated by anyone who
hears his voice, a challenge that is
complicated by his apprentices' fatal
freak accidents.

Star Mother
by Charlie N. Holmberg
F Holmberg
When she survives the birth of her
star child, which no star mother has
ever done, Ceris—inexplicably
displaced in time—embarks on a
journey, along with a desperate
godling, across the Earth and
heavens to discover the secrets of
the celestial world.

Nettle & Bone
by T. Kingfisher
F Kingfisher
To save her sister and topple a
throne, Marra must complete three
impossible tasks with the help of a
disgraced ex-knight, a reluctant fairy
godmother, an enigmatic
gravewitch, and her fowl familiar.

The Unspoken Name
by A.K. Larkwood
F Larkwood
Destined to become a sacrifice on
behalf of her superstitious people,
Csorwe accepts a powerful mage's
alternate offer to become his
bodyguard and spy to help him
reclaim his power in the land from
where he was exiled.

Daughter of the Forest
by Juliet Marillier
F Marillier
Sorcha, the only daughter of Lord
Colum, faces the difficult task of
having to save her family from its
enemies, who have bewitched her
father and six older brothers.

Ordinary Monsters
by J.M. Miro
F Miro
At an institute where children with
gifts have been gathered—and
where the world of the dead and the
world of the living threaten to
collide—they discover the truth
about their abilities and that the
worst monsters sometimes come
bearing the sweetest gifts.

The Cat Who Saved Books
by Sosuke Natsukawa
F Natsukawa
High school student Rintaro is about
to close the bookstore he has
inherited from his grandfather.
However, one day, a talking cat
named Tiger appears and asks
Rintaro to save books with him.

A Deadly Education
by Naomi Novik
F Novik
Enter a school of magic unlike any
you have ever encountered—no
teachers, no holidays, and no
friendships, save strategic ones.
Survival is more important than any
letter grade, for the school won't
allow its students to leave until they
graduate or die.
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